We discuss in this paper the thermodynamics of dark energy with Quintom matter in spinor scenario. (1). We investigate the conditions of validity of the Generalized Second Law of thermodynamics in the four evolutionary phases of Spinor Quintom-B model. (2). We take thermodynamic stability of the combination between Spinor Quintom dark energy (DE) and the generalized Chaplygin Gas perfect fluid into account, and we find that in the case of β > 0 and 0 < T < T 0 , the system we consider is thermodynamically stable.
Introduction
There is mounting data from type Ia supernovae and cosmic microwave background (CMB) radiation and so on [1, 2, 3, 4] have provided strong evidences for the present spatially flat and accelerated expanding universe, corresponding toä > 0, which is dominated by dark sectors. Combined analysis of the above cosmological observations support that the energy of our universe is occupied by dark energy(DE) about 73%, dark matter about 23% and only about 4% of usual baryon matter which can be described by the well known particle theory. In the context of Friedmann-RobertsonWalker(FRW) cosmology, the evolution of scale factor is governed by the temporal part of Enistein equation 3ä a = −4πG(ρ + 3p), this acceleration may be attributed to the exotic form of negative pressure satisfying p < −3ρ, the so-called DE. So And it is need to be w < − 1 3 theoretically. Basis on different evolution of the EoS we can obtain different candidate for dark energy. Currently, it is widely taken as the candidate for a small cosmological constant Λ (or vacuum energy) with equation of state w = −1 as well as a dynamical component such as the Quintessence with −1 < w < 1 [5, 6] , Phantom with w < −1 [7] , K-essence with both w ≥ −1 and w < −1 but never crossing −1 [8, 9] . Although the recent fits to the data in combination of WMAP [10, 11] , the recently released 182 SNIa Gold sample [12] and also other cosmological observational data show remarkably the consistence of the cosmological constant, it is worth of noting that a class of dynamical models with the equationof-state (EoS) across −1 Quintom is mildly favored [13, 14, 15, 16] . In the literature there have been a lot of theoretical studies of Quintom-like models. Especially, a
No-Go theorem has been proved to constrain the model building of Quintom [17] , and according to this No-Go theorem there are models which involve higher derivative terms for a single scalar field [18] , models with vector field [19] , making use of an extended theory of gravity [20] , non-local string field theory [21] , and others (see e.g. [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30] ). The similar work applied in scalar-tensor theory is also studied in Ref. [31] .
Despite many works have been done in pursuit of establishing concrete model to understanding the theoretical nature and origin of this special fluid, there are a number of recent papers commit themselves to investigating the thermal properties of DE fluid. The thermodynamics of de Sitter space-time was first investigated by Gibbons and Hawking [32] and [33, 34] extended the study to quasi-de Sitter space-time. Based on an assumption that DE is a thermallized ensemble at certain temperature with an associated thermodynamical entropy, Ref. [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45] made various aspects of the thermodynamic discussions. The papers [46, 47] have investigated the generalized second law of thermodynamics of modified gravity. In the literature [48] , the thermodynamics of Quantum Gravity has been investigated.
Ref. [49] consider the apparent horizon of the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker universe as a thermodynamical system and investigate the thermodynamics of LQC in the semiclassical region.
Previously, it have been considered that a Quintom dark energy with non-regular spinor matter [50] . In succession, to understand the possible combinations among different types of Quintom model in spinor field we study the implications of cosmic duality with this class of models and realize additional Quintom models by the aid of this dual properties. In the meantime, we also perform the statefinder diagnostic for this Spinor Quintom model [51] . In this paper, we will discuss the thermodynamics of the Spinor Quintom model. From the thermodynamical point of view, our universe can be considered as a thermodynamical system filled by DE perfect fluid, we will examine the Generalized Second Law of thermodynamics(GSL) and thermodynamic stability in this system. This letter is organized as follows. In section 2, we investigate the validity of GSL in spinor field with Quintom model of dark energy, we indicate that the conditions under which the GSL can be satisfied. In section 3, we explore the conditions for thermodynamic stability of the combination between Quintom model with spinor field and the Generalized Chaplygin Gas(GCG) perfect fluid. Section 4 contains discussions and conclusions.
Generalized Second Law of Thermodynamics in a System Filled with Spinor Quintom Matter
One of the distinguishing features of the driver of current accelerating expansion, the alleged DE, lies in violating the strong energy condition, ρ + 3p > 0 [3, 52] . As a result of the dependence on theoretical models this strength of acceleration is a question in debating. While most model independent analysis suggest that it to be below the De Sitter value [53] , it is certainly true that the body of observational data allows for a wide parameter space compatible with an acceleration larger than de Sitter's [7, 54] . If eventually it is proven to be the case, this dark component would violate not only the strong energy condition ρ+ 3p > 0 but also the dominated energy condition ρ+ p > 0.
In the literature, component with the above specialities was dubbed Phantom [7, 55] , suffering from a long list of pathologies such as quantum instabilities [56, 57] which leads to superluminal sound speed and causes a super accelerating universe ending in a big rip or big crunch along the cosmic evolution. Attracting many attentions, the interesting fluid has been widely discussed recent years [58, 59] , and Ref. [37, 60] investigated the thermodynamics on phantom dark energy dominated universe. The thermodynamics of DE with constant EoS in the range of −1 < w < − 1 3 was considered in [61] , and that of K-essence also was studied in Ref. [45] .
Based on the relation between the event of horizon and the thermodynamics of a black hole assumed by Bekenstein in 1973 [62] , the event of horizon of a black hole is a measure of the entropy of the black hole. This idea has been generalized to horizons of cosmological models, so that each horizon corresponds to an entropy.
Correspondingly, the second law of thermodynamics was modified in the way that in generalized form, the sum of all time derivative of entropies related to horizons plus time derivative of normal entropy must be positive, i.e., the sum of entropies must be increasing function of time. Ref. [63] investigated the validity of Generalized Second Law (GSL) for the cosmological models which departs slightly from de Sitter space. Ref. [38] explore the thermodynamics of dark energy taking into account the existence of the observer's event horizon in accelerated universes. The conditions of validity of generalized second law in phantom dominated era was studied in [39] . The validity of the Generalized Second Law of thermodynamics for the Quintom model of dark energy with two scalar fields without coupling potential term was considered by [41] . In this section, we will discuss the validity of the Generalized Second Law of thermodynamics for a Quintom dominated universe in spinor field.
To begin with the discussion, we deal with the homogeneous and isotropic FriedmannRobertson-Walker (FRW) space-time, then the space-time metric as
Assuming that the dynamics of gravity is governed by the Einstein-Hilbert action, for a spinor minimally coupled to general relativity [64, 65, 66] , we have,
where R is the scalar curvature, S ψ is given by the the Dirac action and S m describes additional matter fields, such as scalar fields and gauge fields. We consider the spinor component as the thermodynamical system we may discuss, which is filled with Quintom dark energy fluid. In the aid of the dynamics of a spinor 1 Here, we postulate symmetries, diffeomorphism and local Lorentz invariance.
field which is minimally coupled to Einstein's gravity [67, 68, 69] , we can write down the following Dirac action in a curved space-time background
Here, e is the determinant of the vierbein e a µ and V stands for any scalar function of ψ,ψ and possibly additional matter fields. We will assume that V only depends on the scalar bilinearψψ. From the expression of the Dirac action, we have the energy density and the pressure of the spinor field:
For a gauge-transformed homogeneous and a space-independent spinor field, the equation of motion of spinor reads [50] ψ + 3 2
where a dot denotes a time derivative while a prime denotes a derivative with respect toψψ, and H is Hubble parameter.
In the framework of FRW cosmology, the Friedmann constraint equation will be
From the equation of motion of spinor and the Friedmann constraint equation, we can obtain the the derivative of Hubble parameter with respect to time,
So we have
2 Note that we use units 8πG = = c = 1 and all parameters are normalized by M p = 1/ √ 8πG in the letter.
According to the Gibbons equation
combined with the above relations and the expression of volume V = 4 3 πR 3 H (R H is the event of the horizon), we may rewriting the first law of thermodynamics as,
where T is the temperature of Spinor Quintom fluid. Therefore, the derivative of normal entropy is given as follows:
Now we turn to consider the entropy corresponding to the event horizon. The definition of event of horizon in a de Sitter spacetime is
So the time derivative of event of horizon in a spinor field approaching to de Sitter space satisfies the following equation:
When HR H ≥ 1 the EoS of spinor larger than −1, corresponding a Quintessence dominant universe [63] , while HR H ≤ 1 for a Phantom phase [39] . Then we can write the final form of the time derivative of normal entropy of the Spinor Quintom matter,
As we well know, the entropy is proportional to the area of its event of horizon. If the horizon entropy corresponding with R H is defined as s H = πR 2 H , the GSL can be stated as:ṡ +ṡ H = 8πR
In the following, we will take the Quintom-B model realized in [50] to discuss the validity of GSL in spinor field. The temperature of Spinor Quintom-B is assumed to be positive.
(1). Phantom dominated evolution:
In this phaseṘ H ≤ 0, soṡ H ≤ 0. From V ′ < 0 one can getḢ > 0. So the condition for validity of GSL can be expressed as:
(2). Quintessence dominated evolution:
In this period of evolutionṘ H ≥ 0, then we have a negative time derivative of Hubble parameter but that of horizon entropy is not a negative value. Thus the condition for validity of GSL is:
(3). Phase transition from Phantom to Quintessence:
At the transition point, we have w = −1 and V ′ = 0, that is to sayḢ = 0, sȯ s = 0. Assuming that the event horizon R H varies continually, one may expect thaṫ R H = 0 in transition time, so the horizon entropy is continuous and differentiable [41] .
Therefore, to realize the transition, it need to be continuous and differentiable in transition time for the total entropy of the universe.
(4). The final phase-an approximate de Sitter universe:
In such a state, the temperature is [63] ,
where b is a parameter. During this period, the universe lies in the Quintessence phase, so
in de Sitter space-time case R H = 1 H , one can get b ≥ 8π, which should be satisfied if GSL is valid.
In conclusion, one can find that the conditions for the validity GSL of Spinor Quintom model are similar to that of the Quintom DE model constructed by two scalar fields without coupling potential term which was considered in [41] .
Thermodynamic Stability of The Combination between Spinor Quintom and GCG Perfect Fluid
Since the Chaplygin gas was generalized people have make many correlative studies [70, 71] to reconcile the standard cosmological model with observations. Ref. [43] discusses the behavior of temperature and the thermodynamic stability of a generalized Chaplygin gas considering only general thermodynamics, the corresponding thermal equation of state for the GCG and analyzed its temperature behavior as well as its thermodynamic stability considering both adiabatic and thermal equations of state. While in the literature [44] , Chaplygin gas was modified again, and a scenario was set up to determine the corresponding thermal equation of state of the modified Chaplygin gas(MCG) and it reveals that the MCG only presents thermodynamic stability during any expansion process if its thermal equation of state depends on temperature only, P = P (T ). Moreover, the modified Chaplygin gas may cool down through any thermodynamic process without facing any critical point or phase transition. We have established a combination between Chaplygin gas and Spinor Quintom in [50] , in this section we will investigate the thermodynamic stability in a universe filled with the fluid combined between Quintom and GCG in spinor field.
In Ref. [50] ,we take the form of potential as V = 1+β V 0 (ψψ) 1+β + c, and obtain the EoS of GCG model
where parameter β is a constant and positive β > 0 and c is also positive and a universal constant [43] . Here we consider a closed thermodynamic system full of dark energy fluid, in which the combination of Spinor Quintom with GCG play the role.
Assuming the internal energy U and pressure p as only the functions of their natural viables entropy s and volume V : U = U(s, V ), p = p(s, V ), and the energy density of
From general thermodynamics [72, 73] , we know that
Combined the above there equations, we can get the following form,
and the expression of the internal energy of this system is also given by its solution,
where b = b(s) is an integration parameter. It can be proven that even c = c(s) is not a universal constant, the above expression remains valid. The Eq. (25) also can be written as [43] :
where parameter
. Then we may deduce the expressions of energy density and pressure with respect to this parameter,
By these two equations, we could understand the behavior of both past and future of our universe. In the early time with small scale factor and volume, the energy density and pressure behave as the below form:
corresponding to a high energy density and approximative pressureless matter dominated phase. During this period the energy density reduces as its entropy and volume adiabatically. Along with the cosmological expansion through to some late times, these two parameter are approximate respectively to
During this period of the evolution, the total system can be seen as constituted by two components: one with constant energy density and the other with an alterable energy density with respect to volume. While for a large value of scale factor, the energy density may rather lower and EoS is p = −ρ = c 1 1+β which is a de Sitter Space-time.
Consequently, we realize a transformation from dust-like matter dominated universe to a de Sitter phase in the point of view of thermodynamics.
In what follows, we will extensively examine the conditions for the thermodynamic stability of this combined system.
(1). We determine how the pressure change with volume through the adiabatic expansion.
Using Eq. (28), one can get
it is obvious that we exclude the case of β = 0 due to a constant pressure and the disappearing derivative. While in the case of β > 0 the above derivative is always negative value.
(2). To make a system stable, it is necessary for the thermal capacity at constant volume to be positive c V > 0, the pressure reduces as volume at constant temperature, as well.
For this purpose, we calculate the formula of temperature T and entropy s to determine how the temperature depends on its entropy and volume. In the thermodynamics and statistical physics, the temperature of a system is defined as:
combined with the expression of internal energy, the formula of temperature can be written as follows [43] :
Clearly, if we take parameter as both c and ε are universal constant, the temperature equals to 0 for any value of pressure and volume. As a result, the isotherm T = 0 is simultaneously an isentropic curve at s = const, which violates the third law of thermodynamics [43] . Taking this factor into account, we choose c as a universal constant and dε ds > 0. From dimensional analysis it can be understood that ε has a dimension of energy, [ε]
. In this case, we take it as [43] 
so,
Then the formulae of temperature and entropy of this system can be written as: 
A stable thermodynamic system requires a positive and finite entropy, which requests that the temperature satisfy 0 < T < T 0 .
By the definition of c V and the formulae of temperature and entropy, one can rewrite c V as,
Thus, When β > 0 and 0 < T < T 0 , one can get a positive c V .
Correspondingly, we can obtain the expression of pressure,
It can be seen that the pressure is only the function of temperature, so ( ∂p ∂V ) T > 0 is satisfied.
In a word, in the case of β > 0 and 0 < T < T 0 , the system we consider is thermodynamically stable.
Conclusion and Discussions
To summarize, we have investigated the thermodynamics of Quintom DE dominant thermodynamical system in spinor field. Firstly, we show the conditions in which the total entropy may not decrease with time not only in Phantom and Quintessence phase but also at the transition time and the final approximative de Sitter phase. We set up the similar conditions to a Quintom universe with two scalar fields without coupling potential term. In the second place, we, using general thermodynamics, explore the thermodynamic stability of a system full of the DE fluid combined Spinor
Quintom with GCG, and we conclude that in a certain range of temperature, i.t. 0 < T < T 0 , this system remains thermodynamically stable without any limitation on pressure.
